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EXHIBIT B 

Management Biographies 

 

Robert Brown – President – YipTel, L.L.C. 

 

Robert Brown comes from a long family history in the Utah Telecommunications market.  In 

1970 at the divestiture of bell companies Roberts father, Brent Brown sold and installed the first 

privately owned and operated Phone system the State of Utah.  The company was called BCS, 

Business Communications Systems and they grew rapidly throughout the 70’s.  Later Brent sold 

the company to CCI (Central Communications Inc.)  in Phoenix and then a few years later 

purchased the company back.  Although the company name is still Central Communications Inc. 

Robert changed to a DBA of Intellisys.     Robert has always enjoyed technology and became a 

Novell CNE  in the late 90’s as he could see the direction of the telecom industry and wanted to 

make sure that he was leading the Market with VoIP and Computer Telephone  technologies.     

Robert has sold, designed, and implemented thousands of telecommunications solutions for 

clients around the world.  The primary focus has been on the Utah market although they have 

deployed solutions across the country and internationally as well.  Robert joined CCI in 1994 and 

purchased the company just 8 years later in 2002 and the company has enjoyed consistent growth 

over the last 10 years.   

Robert knew that VoIP was the wave of the future and Intellisys began selling VoIP solutions in 

1997.  They became VoIP experts and have installed thousands of VoIP solutions to clients like 

Ken Garff Automotive, LANDesk, Bank of Utah, Okland Construction, Deseret First Credit 

Union and many more.   Robert has designed and implemented thousands of MPLS, Dial tone, 

internet and WAN implementations.    Robert is among the most knowledgeable and most 

reputable VoIP experts within the industry and delivers solutions to his clients that allow them to 

reduce their costs and better compete within their market. 

In 2009 Robert’s savvy business experience told him that the market was about to change and 

that hosted or Cloud based phone systems and technologies were about to explode.   Thus Robert 

and his team launched a new company YipTel, llc.   YipTel was created to meet the new and 

demanding needs of cloud based delivery of VoIP PBX technologies.   YipTel is a hosted VoIP 
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provider that delivers hosted PBX services to its clients across DSL, EOC, MPLS, and other 

shared and dedicated circuits.   In the beginning YipTel was funded by Intellisys and thus has 

strong financial backing with no debt and excellent growth and performance history.    YipTel 

has experienced exceptional growth due to the cost effective and reliable delivery of VoIP 

services to their clients.    YipTel’s exceptional dedication to customer service, the flexibility of 

the platform,  and the cost effective delivery of service have allowed YipTel to experience year 

over year growth of over 100%. 

YipTel is a valuable asset to business in Utah as they provide new and innovative products that 

deliver cost savings and powerful applications that allow our clients to better compete in the 

market place.   In order to deliver a complete solution and better serve our Utah clients YipTel is 

becoming a CLEC.  This will allow YipTel to expand its growth and deliver new technologies to 

their clients.   

 

 

Jeff Limb – Chief Technology Officer – YipTel, L.L.C. 

 

Jeff has worked in Information Technology for over 15 years.  Jeff began his career when he 

served as a certified Instructor teaching courseware and certifications from leaders in the 

industry including CompTIA, Microsoft, Cisco, and Novell.  His natural talents and abilities 

have earned him the nick name "certified smart guy" and have made him valuable and sought-

after in the industry.  Jeff's experience and expertise brings answers and success to the 

many organizations he interacts with. 

 

Jeff also served as Chief Engineer for Intellisys for over 10 years where he was able to leverage 

his networking skills with the emerging VoIP technologies to design and deliver innovative 

solutions to thousands of organizations throughout Utah and around the world.    Working 

closely with clients like LANDesk, Deseret First Credit Union, Bank of Utah and many more to 

design and implement end to end network and carrier based services to our clients.   
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Now serving as CTO for YipTel Jeff is able to leverage his extreme knowledge of the client side 

of VoIP implementations with the Carrier side. 

 

He provides his technical expertise via pre and post-sales consulting to hundreds of businesses 

every year, businesses that include medical facilities, law firms, banks, credit unions, call 

centers, retail stores, school districts, city offices, and others of all shapes and sizes.    

 

Jeff has focused on and has developed a strong understanding of network, telecom, and Voice 

over IP solutions for businesses.  He has personally designed, installed, or configured hundreds 

of solutions and systems over the years.   Solutions involving such technologies and equipment 

as routers, switches, firewalls, frame relay, MPLS, ISDN, PPP, T1, PRI, TCP/IP, VPN, DSL, 

EOC, wireless, antivirus, backups, security, cabling, PC hardware, CAT5, fiber, AD, WTS, 

remote access, DNS, DHCP, e-mail, SQL, SIP, SNMP, phone systems, fax servers, VoIP, 

Asterisk, Windows, NetWare, Microsoft Office, and others from such manufacturers as 3Com, 

Aastra, Adtran, Bogen, Cisco, Comdial, D-Link, Dell, Digium, HP, Intel, Linksys, McAfee, 

Quintum, RAD, Secure Computing, SnapGear, SonicWall, Snom, Sun, Symantec, Unicom, 

Valcom, Vertical, Vodavi, and Zultys. 

 

 

Kameron Olsen – VP Sales/Marketing 

Kameron began his career as a business to business sales consultant in 2004 where he spent time 

selling industrial packaging supplies.  It was here where he received training on customer service 

and technical sales through their intense sales training at American River Package One.  During 

this time he also graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in business management at Utah Valley 

University.  He also focused on schooling in marketing, and sales management.     

Kameron entered the telecommunication industry in 2006 where he was mentored and trained by 

some of the Industries top producers. During his first two years he have doubled his sales and has 

worked his way up the organization  to becoming the top performer and now leads the sales 

efforts of YipTel and has also designed and implemented the YipTel Agent Chanel. 
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This was done by finding innovative solutions for customers which made sense financially and 

helped clients communicate more efficiently.  For example, Standard Plumbing Supply look to 

us to find a solution to allow all 50+ offices across the western United States communicate as a 

single business and cut cost in the process.   We took the time to analyze their business and 

follow their communications pattern.  We looked at their current costs of communications 

services including the costs of T1’s, analog lines, maintenance and equipment cost of out dated 

PBX’s at different locations.  We then came up with a plan that helped increase connectivity and 

communications and at the same time reduce costs.  We provided provided MPLS T1’s to each 

location and centralized SIP trunking at the corporate office.  We reduced their total service bill 

by 25% which gave them an ROI on the phone system in about 6 months providing costs savings 

of hundreds of thousands of dollars over a three year contract period.    

 

     Due to the outstanding sales performance he was promoted to VP of Sales for YipTel in 

January of 2011. In the past two years we have had tremendous growth in a down economy by 

doubling our sales staff and putting a strong focus on efficient and effective sales procedures, 

releasing new products and innovating the way customers finance equipment. Our sales staff is 

well educated on the products we offer and industry/business communication needs which allows 

us to educate our prospects and customers and design a communications platform that fits each 

individual business’s needs. We have spent hundreds of hours documenting and designing 

procedures to increase customer service, stream line service orders and reduce company 

overhead. 

 


